MEASURING FOR COLLAR FIT
What you need to measure your dog's neck
A sewing tape measure is best, but you can use a ribbon or a piece of string and a ruler. Mark the measurement on the
ribbon or string, then use the ruler to measure it.
How to measure your dog's neck?
The Neck is measured at the place where your dog's collar would naturally rest. You need the actual neck measurement
of your dog, not the dimensions of the finished collar. Pull the tape firmly around your dog's neck, so there is no room
between the measuring tape and the neck. However don't pull the tape so tightly that you're choking the dog. For thickcoated dogs, pull the tape through the coat and down to the dog's neck. For dogs with loose neck skin (Labradors, etc.),
pull the tape through the loose skin slightly. If you measure outside of the loose skin, the collar will probably be too big.
Note: For Sighthounds such as the Greyhound and some other long necked breeds, the collar is worn much higher actually at the top of the neck below the head.
What is the right collar size?
A properly fitting collar should allow you to slip two fingers easily between the collar and the dog's neck.
If your measurements are toward the upper end of the hole position range given for a particular collar size, we suggest
choosing the larger size collar, the same is suggested for heavily coated dogs to accommodate the abundance of fur.
If you are satisfied with the fit of your dog’s current collar, measure that collar from the center bar of the buckle to the
desired hole position. As an example, below shows how the furthest hole position is measured according to this
method.

DOG COLLAR SIZE CHART
COLLAR SIZE
XX Small
X Small
Small
Medium
Large
X Large

ACTUAL NECK SIZE
8" to 10"
10" to 12"
12" to 14"
14" to 18"
17" to 21"
21" to 25"

# OF HOLES
4
4
4
5
5
5

HOLE POSITIONS
8.25", 9", 9.75", 10.5"
10.5", 11.25", 12", 12.75"
12.75", 13.5", 14.25", 15"
15", 16", 17", 18", 19"
18", 19", 20", 21", 22"
22", 23", 24", 25", 26"

Note: The adjustment HOLE POSITIONS are measured from the center bar of the buckle to each actual hole position.

